This is one of the two best engineering whitepapers that I know of, about the complex
issues of high-speed-digital paging. It was written by my friend and colleague, Selwyn
Hill. (He patiently taught me a lot about Paging.) In 1997 he presented this paper at a
conference in England and handed out copies there—so this valuable information is in
the public domain. Please bear in mind, that all of this information may not be
completely up to date—especially market-size numbers. It is, however, very helpful.
PageMart Wireless later became WebLink Wireless, and then was acquired by
Metrocall. Arch and Metrocall merged, and became USA Mobility.
The companion paper to this one is: “FLEX at 6400 bit/s” by Allan Angus, PE, who was
the senior technologist and system architect at PageMart/WebLink.

Pitfalls on the way to high speed paging from the service
provider’s perspective
By Selwyn E. Hill
PageMart Wireless, Inc.
Introduction
PageMart started preparing for the introduction of 6400 bps FLEX almost 2 years ago at the end of
1995 when the first products having FLEX capability were in commercial production. The nature of
the system architecture and projections of subscriber growth made it necessary to have a system
capacity which will allow throughput with the minimum amount of delay. Expectations of reliability
from our customers with regard to percentage of missed pages and correctness of received
numeric and alpha messages have been set by existing protocols and speed of delivery. This
translates to better than 95% reliability in areas of advertised coverage and no errors in their
messages. Since the details of how a message is transmitted to a pager is of no relevance to a
user of the service, their expectations do not diminish when service providers are forced to upspeed their systems. Paging customers are extremely unforgiving of poor service based on a
general assumption that most users do not understand how the technology works and since we
advertise the fact that we are a satellite-based system, the perception is that a pager can be
reached anywhere. This notion can be compared to a wireless cellular system where users are
actually aware of noise and dropouts while attempting a conversation and after much cursing will
generally re-dial and tolerate the inconvenience since there is at least some understanding of the
reasons for the poor service. We in the paging industry are not so lucky and are faced with the

daunting task of keeping up with the growth of subscribers and services offered while continuing to
maintain the standards of quality that were established and offered previously.
Most of us in the paging industry are familiar with the issues of simulcasting on a single frequency
and the stringent requirements placed on the transmitters and network in order to achieve these
tight specifications. The following discussion will not attempt to analyze these issues in great depth
since there are other sources that explain this in great detail. I will concentrate mainly on the real
world experiences that we have lived through in transitioning to high-speed paging and question
some of the original ideas and expectations that were put forward when the FLEX protocol was first
introduced. Not having any experience with ERMES, I will not draw any conclusions about its
robustness or advantages in the RF world but there are certain features in the FLEX protocol, which
make it extremely attractive in the transitioning process. I will focus mainly on RF related issues
but may also touch on network issues in the context of our system architecture that play a major
role in supporting higher speed protocols. Some of the “growing pains” are relative to specific types
of equipment deployed in the network, but will probably serve to highlight where some of the
pitfalls can occur, even though different equipment may be involved.
PageMart’s satellite based system architecture
PageMart has one of the most elegant networks in the industry and since its inception in 1989 has
maintained one single architecture and design philosophy which has paid off in the long run with
regard to: flexibility and customization of coverage, reliability, central control, monitoring and
billing, lower operating costs, ease of expansion and maintenance, and greater inventory
efficiencies. Recently, other carriers have emulated PageMart’s network demonstrating the
attractiveness and viability of this approach. Another key element in the success and rapid growth
of the company is the ownership of 2 nationwide frequencies, which allows local, regional, national,
or international coverage by simple software manipulation of coverage codes in a terminal. Shown
in Figure 1 is a map of PageMart’s existing and proposed coverage from Central America through
Canada to Alaska including islands in the Caribbean, Bahamas, and Hawaii. This is the most
extensive coverage footprint in the industry.
FIGURE 1: PageMart coverage - NAFTA wide

The company currently has over 2 million subscribers, which has been achieved through internal
growth, and no acquisitions. It is the fastest growing company in the industry and has added more
than 100,000 units in service for the past twelve consecutive quarters. PageMart is ranked fifth
largest in the industry and is ranked among the “big four” paging companies in the United States in
terms of the amount of nationwide spectrum owned (which includes narrowband PCS channels).
These statistics are presented to emphasize the desperate need for high speed paging to keep
system capacities ahead of growth projections. This will allow PageMart to continue providing a
service, which has minimal delays in the delivery of messages to the end user. These are typically
less than a minute.

PageMart operates 24 regional terminals across the nation including Honolulu. Figure 2 illustrates
an example of the consolidation of messages to a regional terminal in the Midwest. To send a
message to a subscriber in Kansas City, a local call is placed, which connects directly to the central
office of PageMart’s long distance carrier. The message is then routed to a large regional terminal
in Chicago instead of a terminal in Kansas City. This architecture minimizes the number of
terminals and simplifies maintenance, while only slightly increasing long distance costs. Each of the
terminals across the nation provides a similar function.
FIGURE 2: Regional Terminals consolidate messages

Figure 3 depicts how consolidated traffic at the regional terminals is sent over high capacity lines to
the satellite uplink in order to minimize long distance costs. This network is being converted to a
frame relay system, which allows higher speed and many alternative routes for a single connection.
This is obviously desirable for back-up purposes when outages occur. An additional back-haul
network has been implemented in the network for increased redundancy through a separate
satellite link, which can route TNPP traffic from Dallas to Chicago.
FIGURE 3: Long distance lines connect terminals to satellite uplink

The Direct Broadcast Satellite (DBS) architecture is the most valuable element of the network
because it allows messages to be delivered anywhere in the nation. This point to multi-point
distribution is shown in Figure 4.
The satellite uplink transmits all messages to the satellite, which relays the signal to all
transmitters across the country. These are currently located at more than 1700 sites in the USA.
The Galaxy 4 satellite provides the backbone for this DBS architecture. FM (cubed) modulation is
the protocol used to communicate with the majority of the transmitters although SCPC protocol is
also used for the more distant sites such as Hawaii. Each transmitter “hears” all the traffic being
sent from the uplink, but addressing in the satellite receivers will filter out only the traffic being

sent to groups of transmitters on what is referred to as a “space segment.” The transmitter group
that receives the message is determined by a code, which is derived from the coverage selected by
the user. The transmitters combined into a “space segment” vary from a single city to a number of
different markets around the country. This grouping is determined by geography as well as the
volume of traffic on a channel and not by the number of transmitters in a group.
FIGURE 4: DBS architecture provides point to multi-point Distribution

The available satellite bandwidth is divided into channels with bandwidths, which are typically 9600
bps or 19200 bps “pipes.” Using different technologies, these “pipes” can be as large as 76.8 kBd.
Both the Motorola developed satellite protocol C-NET and the C2000 protocol from Glenayre are
used in the network.
A diagram depicting the overall connectivity of the network is shown in Figure 5.
Since a major concern about this network approach is “what happens if the satellite falls from the
sky?” PageMart has made provision at a number of key sites around the country to have the
satellite antenna mounted in such a way that it can be easily redirected to an alternative satellite
which is simultaneously being fed with redundant data.
FIGURE 5: Overall diagram showing PageMart’s Direct Broadcast Satellite System.

Initial design strategies
The following discussion presents some of the key recommendations originally submitted by the
designers of high-speed protocols such as FLEX.

Transmitter power: In the early days of 512 bps POCSAG, paging transmitters were laid out with
little regard to issues such as delay spread and as transmitters were developed to output more and
more power, existing transmitters were replaced with higher powered equipment to compensate for
the reduced sensitivity of pagers as they were redesigned to operate at 1200 bps and then 2400
bps. This reduction in sensitivity as measured in a laboratory environment and calculated based on
the reduced energy per bit, was in the order of 2 to 3 dB for each increase in baud rate. Hence,
when transmitters went from 150 watts to 250 watts and then to 500 watts, the service providers
could essentially upgrade their equipment and save increasing the number of sites to maintain the
same coverage footprint.
Further reason for increasing transmitter power was to provide in-building coverage and “brute
force” was the approach taken by most providers to penetrate heavily structured buildings and
those constructed with reflective glass. These “quality” type problems resulted in transmitter sites
being installed randomly within a city based only on customer demands with little regard to the
overall system design. There are numerous examples of 3 or more sites all within a radius of a few
miles in densely populated areas. Sites that are installed to deal with these quality issues are
generally equipped with high power transmitters to penetrate buildings.
The ultimate justification for increasing the power of base stations occurred in preparation for 6400
bps paging. The cellular type concept proposed, required high powered transmitters with unity gain
antennas, to provide strong signals in smaller “cells” and hence, ensure capture of the paging
receiver at all times from the nearest transmitter. This approach would necessitate more sites to
maintain the existing coverage at 6400 bps.
Coverage footprint: As discussed in the previous paragraph, the effect of increasing the baud rate
would result in a corresponding reduction in the coverage footprint by up to 6 dB or more when
systems are “up-speeded” from 512 bps to 6400 bps. In the ideal case of flat earth and 2
transmitters spaced perfectly apart with the minimum of overlap, we would also expect to see a
“hole” materialize between the transmitters when the system is “up-speeded.” In order to
compensate for these losses, it would be necessary to raise the transmitter powers accordingly.
High sites: Up-speeding to 6400 bps poses a completely new challenge when mountainous terrain
is involved. Since, delay spread is a major factor to contend with at 6400 bps, these systems need
to be redesigned as the high mountain sites are removed. In order to maintain the identical
coverage provided by these high sites, alternative sites need to be found which are low in
elevation, have low antenna heights, and make use of low gain antennas. This will obviously mean
that many more sites will be required.
Delay spread: A delay-spread model that has gained support in the paging industry is proposed by
Hess (Ref 1). For high-speed data systems he considers multiple interferers and views the received
signal as a single transmission undergoing multipath delay spread. It is found that for delays
limited to a fraction of the symbol time, the amount of signal degradation depends not on the
actual delay profile, but on the rms value of the delays, weighted by their respective power levels.
This offers an attractive way of handling multisource simulcast because it reduces the multiple
delays and signal powers to a single parameter called multipath spread, which is equal to twice the
rms of the delay profile. This expression is shown in Figure 6 where Tm refers to the multipath
spread.
FIGURE 6: Delay Spread expression
The multipath spread for N simulcasting signals is given by:

where Pi and d i is the power and delay of the i-th signal, respectively.
A rule of thumb requirement that has been accepted in the paging industry for some time is that
the delay spread needs to be limited to an amount less than one quarter the symbol time for
accurate decoding to take place. At 1200 bps this is 208 microseconds, at 2400 bps it is 104
microseconds and at 3200 b/s symbol time (6400 bps) this number is 78 microseconds. In terms of
system design, this means we need to avoid any overlapping conditions where signal levels are
within about 6 dB of each other and where one or more of the distant transmitters is greater than
15 miles away. Figure 7 illustrates in simplistic terms how shadowing of a signal from a nearby site
can cause almost equal overlapping signals between 2 sites with a resultant delay that can be
potentially damaging.
FIGURE 7: RF shadowing causes delay spread

The diagram in Figure 8 shows areas of potential capture and where delay spread can occur.
FIGURE 8: Potential areas of capture and delay spread

The challenge is to find these areas of delay spread and this can be achieved by either
measurement or by computer modeling. Delay spread is the main reason why the designers of
high-speed RF systems are proposing to move off high sites and use low sites with low gain
antennas. Since many existing systems, can have transmitters on high sites spaced 20 miles or
more apart, meeting the design criteria of no more than 15 miles of delta overlap will necessitate a
redesign of the system. Large urban areas such as Los Angeles are difficult to redesign because of
the need to have high sites to cover populations on either side of mountain ranges that run in
different directions. Many more sites will be required to match the existing footprint. In a city such
as Los Angeles, finding sites that meet our design criteria is difficult and lease rates for those sites
that are available are extremely expensive.
Frequency offsets: In previous POCSAG systems, frequency offsets have always been
recommended due to the fact that overlapping signals of almost equal signal strength beat against
each other creating nulls when 2 or more signals cancel each other. In a stationary position this
can last for a significant time and hence corrupt the received data if the signal falls below receiver
sensitivity.
A frequency offset plan for POCSAG is recommended to have offsets in a range ± 500 Hz of the
carrier frequency between simulcasting transmitters. Most pagers are designed for 4500 Hz
deviation, and hence an offset of an additional 500 Hz would not exceed the band limit of 5 kHz
and a deviation of 4000 Hz could easily be accommodated by the paging receiver. Before the
advent of FLEX, transmitters were not required to have the frequency stability needed for 4-level
modulation and hence most transmitters had an inherent offset by default. We may not have seen
frequency variations as much as 500 Hz but there was probably enough difference between
transmitters to essentially do the job without intervention. Paging reliability at lower baud rates
was good enough so as not to be overly concerned about offsets and were hence, not implemented
in the PageMart network. When high stability transmitters were introduced into the network, a
slight drop in performance at 2400 bps was noticed but not significant enough to be a concern.
The recommendation for FLEX transmission is that offsets are to be avoided at all costs. This is
mainly due to concerns about the decoding of the inner symbols at ± 1600 Hz, which are required
to have tolerances better than ± 10 Hz between transmitters.
Implications and moves away from the initial proposals
High power: This may not be a major concern in the UK and European markets since the level of
transmitter ERP is tightly controlled and the issues we face in the States may not occur to the same
extent in other countries.
Since most paging companies did not design their site locations with any kind of “finesse” based on
accurate RF models and ideal locations, sites were more or less selected based on what towers or
buildings were available. Hence, in urban areas, most systems were over-designed to start with.
Increasing the baud rate from 512 to 2400 bps and ultimately to 6400 bps (3200 b/s symbol rate),
would probably not have affected the overall coverage footprint, even if the transmitter powers had
not changed from the original 150 watt base stations.
PageMart has never been a proponent of high transmitter powers and has limited the maximum
power of transmitters to 300 watts (which are normally turned down to a little over 250 watts) and
has preferred to make use of high gain antennas. The extra expense involved in increasing
transmitter power to 500 watts, which is the maximum, offered for paging transmitters, does not
seem to be warranted for the extra 2 dB of gain. A 500-watt transmitter will usually require a
higher voltage source (in the US) than the 110 volts typically provided for at most sites and the
power supplies add weight to the equipment. In addition, the antenna systems need special
consideration since the types of connectors and filters used are generally rated below 500 watts.
More important than this, however, is that the use of high power transmitters together with low
gain antennas has indirect consequences, which has resulted in a huge cost to the industry. Signal
levels within a half-mile radius of a high-power transmitter and unity gain antenna, attain levels
between -20 to -30 dBm. Pager receivers have sensitivities better than -100 dBm. and signal
levels of this magnitude create inter-modulation (IM) interference in the receiver that was never
considered a few years ago. In general, IM rejection numbers for pagers at low signal levels are in
the order of 55 dB. At high levels of signal, a pager receiver will probably achieve less than 10 dB

of rejection. This means that a pager receiver can be rendered useless even if the desired signal is
at -40 dBm (which is considered to be a strong signal), but happens to be near a high-powered
transmitter creating “intermod.” This problem has resulted in pager manufacturers having to
redesign their receivers. Introducing AGC can improve IM rejection to better than 40 dB in high
signal environments. Even this cannot always resolve the problem when the signal level from the
offending transmitter is very high. Also, this does not offer a solution to the thousands of pagers on
the street that do not have this protection. To deal with this situation transmitters need to be
added where they would normally not be required. The result is additional cost, maintenance, and
more transmitters, which in turn may create IM problems for some other service provider. This
issue becomes a spiraling “no-win” situation for all in the industry. The increased number of
transmitters also impacts the system layout and design as it effects reliability at 6400 bps, which I
will deal with later. “Intermod” problems have incurred a tremendous cost for everyone involved
(pager manufacturers and carriers) and I believe this has been aggravated by the need to have
higher-powered transmitters.
Coverage footprint: As the transition occurred from 1200 bps to 2400 bps POCSAG, PageMart
conducted propagation studies and field tests to determine the impact on our advertised footprint.
The design criteria used for our coverage maps is reasonably conservative and tries to achieve
better than 95% of the area covered in all types of environments from heavy structures to
residences and in vehicles. Land use and land cover data (LULC) for the whole of the United States
is utilized and loss factors up to 24 dB are assigned to different categories of land cover. In
addition to these losses, allowance is made for up to 20 dB of Rayleigh type fading. Results of field
trials from a single transmitter in a flat area with relatively no foliage, showed no major reduction
of performance at 2400 bps within the boundaries of our 95% reliability contour. At the fringes of
coverage, signal variations due to Rayleigh type fading are so significant (swings of ± 10 dB and
more) that the reduced sensitivity of the pager by 2 to 3 dB at 2400 bps relative to 1200 bps is
hardly a significant factor. The pager is just as likely to receive the page at either of these baud
rates, but at a reliability level which is much below that which is acceptable for the industry. What
happens beyond our published boundaries cannot be guaranteed and slightly reduced performance
beyond these boundaries was not sufficient justification to increase transmitter powers or add more
sites.
As mentioned previously, coverage between transmitters could be a problem if the reduced
sensitivity of the pager creates a “hole” in the middle of a published map. Our studies showed that
only in rare instances did the reduced signal sensitivity at 2400 bps create the need for new sites,
because most systems were probably over designed to begin with. With the advent of 6400 bps
FLEX, similar studies were conducted around the country. A number of different factors have to be
considered when 4-level modulation is introduced and initially, these were not fully understood. I
will deal with the reduced sensitivity issue first. The comparison in this case is between 3200 bps
4-level (1600 bit/sec symbol rate) and 6400 bps 4-level (3200 b/s symbol rate). Figures 9 through
11 show the results of drive tests superimposed on the coverage footprint of the Dallas system.
These tests were conducted in the fringe areas of coverage. Only a single dominant transmitter was
used to transmit the test pages. Signal levels along this route are predominantly from this one site
and are shown in Figure 9.
FIGURE 9: RSSI plot in fringe area

Signal levels or RSSI are shown in color where strong signals are indicated in red (> -50 dBm) and
change in steps of 10 dB. Signal levels shown in dark blue are < -90 dBm and are considered
marginal for reliable coverage. Since these levels were recorded with an external antenna on the
roof of a vehicle, we see slightly better levels than what the pager would “see.” Coverage within
the boundaries shown is where we would expect to see better than 95% reliability. The Bit Error
Rate (BER) plots in Figures 10 and 11 show respectively the results of test pages transmitted at
3200 bps and 6400 bps over the same route. The color scale ranges from green (corresponding to
good reliable alpha paging) through blue, yellow, and red (which corresponds to poor numeric
paging) and is calibrated to actual pager performance shown between marker numbers in the
tables. In both cases, we achieved better than 95% reliability within our predicted coverage
footprint. The range at 3200 bps extends a few miles further than at 6400 bps.
FIGURE 10: Single site BER plot at 3200 bps in fringe area

FIGURE 11: Single site BER plot at 6400 bps in fringe area

It should be mentioned at this point that these tests are conducted for a worst case situation where
a test page is a 40 to 80 character alpha message and the criteria for measurement is a perfect
page or nothing. In other words, a single error in one of the characters being transmitted or a
totally missed page is assumed to have the same weight in the reliability calculation. Another
factor needs to be considered in carrying out these tests, and that is the sensitivity of a FLEX pager
depends on the phase of the received page. The FLEX protocol requires interleaving of the data bits
and the bits associated with the “b” and “d” phases always correspond to the inner bit of each
symbol as shown in Figure 12.
FIGURE 12: The four phases of FLEX at 6400 bps

The decision processes in the decoding algorithm have a much better probability of correctly
determining “a” and “c” phases since the threshold for this decision is whether the recovered
symbol is above or below the zero crossing line only. The other 2 phases require a more critical
determination around the inner level of modulation and has therefore more room for error. The net
result is that “b” and “d” phase pagers have a reduced sensitivity by a factor of 2 to 3 dB relative
to the other 2 phases. Hence, all our field testing is done for worst case with the test page always
being sent in one of these 2 phases. Other protocols such as ERMES may not have phases as
defined for FLEX but the resultant effect in decoding the inner-symbols will still be the same and
hence reduced sensitivity will be apparent on all pages sent.
The previous test considers the simplistic situation when only one transmitter is being considered.
In this case it is apparent that from a sensitivity aspect alone, that we do not see a marked
reduction in coverage. Even at 6400 bps the justification for increased transmitter power is not

valid. A more realistic test, of course, is what happens in a simulcast environment? This will be
discussed in the section under delay spread.
High sites: From a service provider’s perspective, this is one of the more controversial and difficult
issues to contend with. The implications of coming down from the high sites are obvious. The
expense of replacing a single site could amount to 2 or 3 sites to many more depending on the
situation. There is no question that at 6400 bps, high sites are a problem in that they affect delay
spread. If one chooses to keep the existing high sites, managing the power from these sites
becomes quite a challenge.
One approach, which was attempted in the Los Angeles (LA) area, was to add a few more sites in
the urban areas where our propagation studies showed weak signal levels. The idea would be to
raise the general signal powers in the low lying areas to a point where only near-by sites would be
“seen” by the receiver and would hence, capture the receiver over the distant high sites. Results
from this exercise were not too encouraging. Pages were still being missed in strong signal areas
and in some cases within a mile from the nearest transmitter. Plots of BER were studied and it
became clear that high bit error rates were occurring in areas of overlap between low elevation
sites within the LA basin. These areas correlated closely with where we noticed poorer pager
performance.
In an urban environment, the clutter causes a tremendous amount of RF scatter to occur. As a
result, the receiver is subjected to a combination of Rayleigh fades and beating of signals from
nearby transmitters. Fades of 25 to 30 dB can occur for short durations particularly in simulcast
overlap areas. The cancellation of the strong signals from near transmitters will provide the
opportunity for distant mountain sites to become a significant factor once more. The use of low
gain antennas and high powered base stations will not help since signal beating and fading will still
occur in the overlap zones. Total capture of the receiver will only take place in very close proximity
of less than 1 mile from a transmitter site.
Similarly, the use of low gain antennas on high sites will not help much in reducing the delay
spread contribution from these sites. Consider the case where a 5000 ft elevation site has a clear
shot at a receiver 20 miles away at sea level. The path loss can be considered to be close to free
space. This will present an angle of a little less than 3 degrees below the horizon from the
transmitter, which is well within the main beam of a typical gain antenna having a beam width of
about 8 degrees. Changing the antenna at the high site to a unity gain will only reduce the
contribution of this transmitter by approximately 8 dB. Experience has shown that this amount of
signal reduction is not sufficient to reduce delay spread distortion. To really be successful at
eliminating high sites from the equation, we need to reduce their signal contribution by more than
20 db in some cases.
A reasonable compromise in dealing with the high site issue is to continue to make use of these
sites, but to carefully control the energy radiated by making use of appropriate antennas. The use
of high gain antennas with down tilt can reduce the signal on the horizon by up to 15 dB. In
certain cases it may be necessary to use cardioid shaped patterns to get signals down to levels
previously mentioned. This approach has the added benefit of concentrating most of the
transmitted energy close to the mountain site where it is needed and is far more efficient than a
unity gain antenna, which will radiate more than half of the transmitted energy above the horizon.
In the same way that high mountain sites create delay spread at a distance, the inverse of having
a receiver located at a height, such as in a high-rise building, results in the same problem. In
relatively flat terrain and in a city such as Dallas, a paging receiver in a high-rise building above
100 ft will be subject to signals arriving from many distant sites. This high-rise phenomenon can be
a major problem and the use of low gain antennas will not provide sufficient power reduction on the
horizon as was previously described.
The only real effective way of controlling the signal radiated by sites more than 15 miles away is
with the use of specially designed high gain antennas with the appropriate amount of down tilt.
Delay Spread: As alluded to in previous sections, the affect of delay spread is probably one of the
most significant factors in the overall performance of systems at 6400 bps. We have conducted
extensive tests at ground level and in high-rise buildings to determine what the appropriate values
of delay spread should be for use in our models and the results are not all that encouraging. First, I

want to briefly review how we can recognize the effects of delay spread by looking at the signal
and then I will discuss three different scenarios where delay spread has a detrimental effect at high
speed.
When we look at the recovered audio signal from a paging receiver or service monitor, we expect
to see a reasonable looking square wave. This may be somewhat smoothed at the transition edges
due to the required filtering to limit the generation of frequencies beyond the specified bandwidth
of transmission. In a simulcast environment where 2 or more signals are presented to the receiver
with different times of arrival and when the signal level differences are less than 6 dB, we will
notice spikes of overshoot occurring at the transition edges which could be positive or negative.
These spikes are generated when phase cancellations occur in the discriminator as one signal which
is undergoing a change in deviation level sweeps across another signal which has because of a
time of arrival difference, not yet started its change in deviation. The multiple cancellations
manifest as a single spike due to the filtering characteristics in the receiver. The size and width of
the spike will depend on the depth of nulls generated and the amount of delay present. This is
shown diagrammatically in Figure 13.
FIGURE 13: Offset nulls and data modulation

Spikes are also generated because of signal cancellations due to null beating and will be dealt with
in the next section. However, these spikes can be discerned from simulcast spikes in that they can
occur anywhere in the signal and are not confined the edge transitions (see Figure 20).
Simulcast spikes are present whether we are transmitting 512 bps POCSAG or 6400 bps FLEX but
“ringing” or “overshoot” is not a significant factor at lower speeds since we have ample time to
sample the bit after the spike has occurred. This is not the case with 4-level modulation at 6400
bps. Distortion of the inner symbols makes the correct determination of the symbol a lot more
difficult to achieve. This results in a significant reduction in performance when comparing 3200 bps
2-level with 6400 bps 4-level, which is at the same symbol rate
The implication of this is that we can expect to see degraded performance, even in systems
optimized for 3200 bps 2-level when 4-level modulation is introduced. Service providers need to be
aware of this fact when implementing 4-level modulation schemes such as ERMES and FLEX.
We have carried out many measurements to determine at what level of delay spread we start to
see degraded performance at 6400 bps. It is important to conduct these tests with “b” or “d” phase
pagers since optimization of systems need to accommodate for the worst case. Worst case is
taking into consideration the decoding of the inner symbols in conditions as described above.
Unfortunately, the minimum delay spread that we are able to tolerate before degradation in

performance is about 40 microseconds. This is about half the number we had previously assumed
and has serious implications in how we plan and design our systems for 6400 bps.
The 3 scenarios of where and when to expect simulcast delay spread are presented below:
(a) Overlap between sites within the coverage footprint:
This is the situation where signal levels average between -50 dBm t -90 dBm and are well within
the traditionally accepted regions of “good coverage.” Only very close to transmitter sites do signal
levels exceed -50 dBm. Multiple signals arrive at the receiver from many sites and are all subject to
multipath and Rayleigh fading, creating delay spread. Missed and garbled pages will occur almost
anywhere. Overall reliability is going to be reduced compared to systems currently transmitting
2400 POCSAG or 3200 FLEX. However, it is still possible to achieve better than 95% on the ground.
Fortunately, the inter-leaving of data and the error correcting capability of the FLEX protocol helps
to alleviate the effect of corrupted bits that occur in bursts.
Even though sporadic occurrences of delay spread will affect reliability on a random basis, it is
possible to predict areas where delay spread is going to be consistently bad in overlap areas. By
using delay spread numbers ranging from 40 to 80 microseconds and by taking the beating of the
2 strongest signals into account, we have been very successful in identifying areas of reduced
paging performance by using computer models. Figure 14 shows a BER plot at 6400 bps in the
heart of the Dallas coverage area superimposed on a delay-spread plot, which is predicted by our
software model. The BER results correlate very closely to results of actual pager performance, and
verify our predictions. Delay spread is depicted with varying shades of gray where lighter shaded
areas indicate 40 microsecond and darker areas 80 microseconds.
FIGURE 14: BER plot at 6400 bps superimposed on delay-spread plot in center of the
DFW market

(b) Low signal level simulcast.
In regions where signal levels are typically less than -90 dBm and where there is the potential for
many signals to be present, delay spread at 6400 bps is extremely destructive. In these areas of
low signal, it is much more likely that the many signals arriving at the receiver will be in the same
order of magnitude for at least short periods of time. Propagation in the 900 MHz band is such that
large variations in level can be expected when at a distance from the transmitter or when the
signal is heavily shadowed. These areas can exist within coverage areas and we refer to them as
RF “holes” or they can be on the periphery of the coverage footprint.
As previously discussed, reduced sensitivity at 6400 bps can account for a slightly reduced footprint
when compared to 3200 bps and this was demonstrated with pager performance from a single
transmitter. However, this is not the case in a 6400 bps simulcast environment where the fringe
areas of coverage are subject to signals arriving from the many transmitters within a large
metropolitan area. Pager performance at 6400 bps is dramatically worse than at 3200 bps beyond

the coverage boundary and is mainly due to the effects of delay spread and simulcast “spikes.” This
dramatic degradation of BER beyond the coverage zone is depicted in Figures 15 and 16 which
compare performance at 3200 bps and 6400 bps over the same route as shown previously for a
single site transmission. Neither improved pager sensitivity or increased transmitter power is likely
to improve performance in this scenario.
FIGURE 15: Simulcast BER plot at 3200 bps in fringe area

FIGURE 16: Simulcast BER plot at 6400 bps in fringe area

Again, tests with actual pagers are always carried out for worst case, and pagers are programmed
for capcodes on the “b” or “d” phase. Test messages are approximately 80 characters of text. As is
the case for reduced sensitivity of the ‘b’ and ‘d’ phase pagers, where noise makes it more difficult
for good detection of the inner symbols, simulcast spikes create much more distortion of the inner
symbols than the outer symbols. This again explains why we have consistently worse performance
of pagers on ‘b’ and ‘d’ phase compared to those on ‘a’ and ‘c’ phases.
(c) Strong signal simulcast in high-rise buildings and on the ground.
This particular phenomenon is probably best understood together with the discussion on frequency

offsets since some of the same issues are involved. We have a situation in Dallas where our
corporate office is less than 2 miles from the nearest site. At the 8 th floor level (or approximately
100 ft height above ground) the measured signal from this site in an office facing this transmitter is
anywhere between -50 to -55 dBm. The next strongest signal is from a transmitter 9 miles away
and is on average about 10 to 15 dB lower in level. There are 10 transmitters within a 10-mile
radius of our corporate office with widely varying signal levels depending on which side of the
building they are located. Since the strongest signal is from the nearest site and is more than 10
dB greater than all other signals combined, we would expect capture from this site. However, with
only the 10 sites within a 10-mile radius of the building activated for a test page, we seldom
achieve better than 90% reliability. With all the sites in the Dallas market activated (more than 30
sites in the greater metropolitan area) and testing in our worst-case scenario, reliability drops to
less than 70% on average.
These tests are carried out with pagers distributed around the room. What this tells us, is that
capture as we know it in a laboratory environment seldom exists in the real world. Multiple signals
reflecting off the walls and structures within the room and from outside the building result in an
uneven pattern of nulls and peaks around the room with a Rayleigh like distribution. Some nulls
may be more than 30 dB below average signal level. Signals from each transmitter result in their
own independent pattern and each has its own slow time variant component, which can also be
rapid depending on people movement within the room. A three dimensional depiction of this is
shown in Figure 17.
FIGURE 17: Multipath nulls in 3 dimensions

This complex signal environment explains why capture is not possible except in a few isolated
locations within the room and also explains the pager performance previously described. The other
component, which makes this environment even more complicated, is the presence of low
frequency beats, which occur between simulcasting transmitters that are held to very tight
tolerances. This time variant component will result in nulls of various depths occurring anywhere in
the room. In a strong signal situation as I have described, total signal cancellation will not occur
very often, but any amount of cancellation between 2 strong signals has the potential for delay
spread to occur in the nulls. These simulcast-induced spikes are shown diagrammatically in Figure
18, which illustrate how the spikes occur in the nulls at the beat frequency between 2 signals. In
this case delay spread spikes are as a result of 2 transmitters only and no other signals are
involved.
FIGURE 18 Simulcast spikes due to delay spread

Shown in Figure 19 are actual over-the-air-snapshots, which indicate total annihilation of some bits
even at a 3200 bps symbol rate. In this picture, which captures a complete frame at 6400 bps, it is
clear how “spikes” occur at the offset frequency of 16 Hz between the 2 transmitters involved. In
this case, the delta signal level between the 2 transmitters is greater than 10 dB on average, but
the receiver happens to be in a “multipath null” as previously described.
It is also clear from these pictures that the bursts of “spikes” that occur in the nulls, last for longer
than 20 milliseconds and is greater than the fade protection margin that the FLEX protocol can
handle. This is partly due to the fact that independent beats occur for each deviation level and
hence the nulls do not all occur at the same point in time. Keep in mind that not all the “spikes”
are real damaging and error correction code will help tremendously in this situation.
FIGURE 19: 6400 bps frames over the air indicating spikes in nulls at the offset frequency
between 2 TX

As we add more and more transmitters into the mix, the null patterns become more complex and
random and delay spread as a result of more distant sites can now become a factor within the nulls
of the stronger signals from nearby sites. In this scenario, offset frequencies can be helpful if only
2 or 3 sites are involved. When many sites are involved, the benefit of offset frequencies is
probably not significant. This is the very reason why a high density of transmitters in an urban area
can be very damaging to high speed FLEX or ERMES.
The high rise phenomenon is particularly susceptible to many sites being “seen” and sites with low
gain antennas will be just as much a factor as those with high gain antennas. However, with
appropriately designed high-gain antennas, we have the ability to control the level of signal on the
horizon and can reduce the amount of interference from distant sites significantly.
The scenario described above for high-rise buildings can also be found on the ground in the
presence of very high signal levels where the receiver happens to be in the overlap between sites
fairly close to each other (5 to 10 miles). This situation was previously described where we
experienced high BER in the overlap between low elevation sites in the city of Los Angeles. The
effect of beating and delay spread within the nulls is the same effect as in the high-rise. This
coupled with Rayleigh fading in a moving vehicle explains the lack of capture and missed or
corrupted pages even close to transmitters.
Frequency offset and beat effects: As mentioned earlier, the recommendation for high speed FLEX
systems was not to implement frequency offsets due to the tight tolerances required for recovery
of the inner symbols. However, the downside of having simulcasting transmitters held to within 3
Hz of each other, which is typical for the transmitters we currently have installed, is that in an
overlap situation where signal deltas are less than 6 dB, beating will occur between these signals at
a very slow rate. Instantaneous peak-to-null differences can vary from 10 dB to greater than 60
dB if the receiver is in a stationary position. Because of the slow beat frequency, nulls can occur for
longer than the 10 ms fade protection that is provided for in the FLEX interleaving code.
It is also apparent from actual over the air measurements, that because of slight differences in
deviation levels between transmitters, the beat associated with each deviation level is unique and

affects each deviation level independently. This spreads the nulls over more data bits and causes
more corruption than if the nulls occurred on all deviation levels at the same time.
The result of these nulls on the recovered data is shown in Fig 20 which is an actual over-the-air
snapshot illustrating that noise “spikes” can occur anywhere within the data signal. This can be
extremely damaging in low signal simulcast overlap areas where nulling causes the resultant signal
to drop below receiver threshold. Where there are strong signals present such as in high-rises,
total signal cancellation does not happen often. Far more damaging, is when cancellation of the
dominant signals due to beating, creates the opportunity for delay spread “spikes” to occur in the
nulls. This of course also happens in low signal situations.
FIGURE 20: Simulcast spikes associated with nulls from over-the-air snapshot

Reference to the previous Figure 19 also illustrates graphically the effect of “noise spikes” on the
recovered data.
The presence of spikes on the transition to the inner symbol of deviation and during the inner
symbol is the worst case situation and explains why we see significantly worse performance of
pagers programmed to receive ‘b’ and ‘d’ phases. The length of time a symbol remains at a
particular level is dependent on the combinations of phases that are being transmitted
simultaneously. For example, ‘b’ phase only will result in worse results than ‘a’, ‘b’, ‘c’ and ‘d’
together since the number of transitions to the inner symbols is greater and there are more
symbols of 312 microsecond duration than in the latter case. An example of what the FLEX 6400
bps signal will look like for various phase combinations is shown in Figure 21. This example
represents a string of “A” characters being transmitted. The net result is that a fully loaded channel
will tend to have slightly better results than if only one of the ‘b’ or ‘d’ phases is being transmitted.
FIGURE 21: 6400 bps FLEX signal for different phase combinations

Laboratory measurements have shown that by implementing even small amounts of frequency
offset between transmitters such as 8 Hz, we will significantly improve the performance of FLEX
paging at 6400 bps. Figure 22 shows pager reliability as a function of frequency offsets between
two Nucleus transmitters.
FIGURE 22 Reliability measurements for different frequency offsets between 2 Nucleus
TX

The charts shown in Figure 23 give comparative results between two transmitters from different
manufacturers for ‘a’ and ‘b’ phases. We notice a roll off starting to occur at 64 Hz for the ‘b’ phase
pagers and a significant “dip” in reliability at 100 Hz and 200 Hz which is expected due to the
interleaving rate of 200 Hz or 5 ms and multiples of this frequency. The expected lower reliability at

specific frequencies below 100 Hz did not occur. It is highly unlikely that these “traps” will ever be
noticed in the real world because of the inherent “jitter” of the nulls that we see in a multi-path
environment.
FIGURE 23: Pager reliability at different frequency offsets for two different transmitter
types

PageMart has been implementing offsets in systems as we transition to 6400 bps and we have
been receiving favorable reports from the field. Special programs have been developed and
incorporated in our modeling tools to calculate the appropriate offsets for each system. Minimum
and maximum criteria are specified for acceptable limits between adjacent transmitters. The
benefits of offset frequencies are mainly evident where only 2 or 3 transmitters are involved in the
overlap and the error correcting code in the FLEX protocol has an opportunity to correct corrupted
data in the null periods (or fades) that occur for less than 10 ms. When more transmitters are
added to the mix in an overlap zone, less improvement can be expected from frequency offsets but
our experience indicates that we still do better with than without.
Other network related issues needing consideration in up-speeding systems
System synchronization: From the material already presented, it is clear that the one issue, which
has the largest impact on performance at 6400 bps, is the effect of delay spread. Fundamental to
“power-delay” management is the assumption that all transmitters are perfectly synchronized to
begin with. This is probably the biggest hurdle to overcome on the path to successful high-speed
implementation. It is imperative that the service provider understands the issues involved in

synchronizing their systems from the start. Many providers lean heavily on automated systems for
synchronizing transmitters such as the use of monitor receivers and GPS receivers. Both these
methods have problems and PageMart has moved away from relying on these techniques alone.
Monitor receivers work reasonably well provided they are located in an “RF quiet” environment and
are not subject to interference. This is obviously not the case in many urban areas. GPS systems
are much better but we have also found instances around the country where interference or other
local factors create problems in getting satisfactory GPS readings at a site. This has resulted in
incorrect delay numbers being installed in the transmitter.
Since the PageMart network architecture is solely satellite based, it is easy to compensate for time
delay differences that occur on the paths from the satellite to each transmitter in a system. We
have developed software tools to calculate these numbers exactly. Compensating for path delay
differences is one thing, however, it is not always possible to have a completely homogeneous
equipment mix in a network. Hence, measuring and knowing to within a few microseconds the
differences in delay propagation through transmitters from different vendors, of different vintages,
and different versions of software is essential. The method of synchronization through the use of
monitor receivers will usually compensate for these differences but for reasons mentioned above,
their readings are not always reliable. Use of GPS receivers also requires knowledge of the abovementioned variables. Knowing the delay times through the Exciter and Power Amplifier (PA) of the
transmitters is not sufficient and it will also be necessary to know the propagation times through
the complete control and interface configuration. Component changes in newer versions of control
equipment and upgrades to software have to be continually monitored and re-measured so that
adjustments can be made to the delay numbers at the sites.
During initial transitions from low speed to high-speed transmitters, it may be necessary to make
adjustments to the rise-times of the modulating waveforms. The recommended number for FLEX
6400 is 88 microseconds whereas earlier POCSAG systems were 120 microseconds and greater. In
certain transmitters, adjusting the rise-times would also affect bulk delay through the exciter.
Since these adjustments were independent for POCSAG and FLEX transmission, if not done
correctly, the monitor receivers would show systems to be perfectly synchronized whereas in
reality, transmitters could be 100’s of microseconds out of synch.
In systems where it is required to dynamically transmit FLEX and POCSAG over the same
frequency, there may be different deviation limits set for each protocol. Some types of transmitters
may not be able to dynamically alter deviation levels according to which protocol is being
transmitted and it is essential that at least for the high-speed 4-level protocols these levels of
deviation are held to exact tolerances between different types of transmitters.
One of the major benefits of the FLEX protocol which has “saved our skin” in the transition to 6400
bps, is the ability to step up from 1600 bps to 3200 2-level and 4-level transmission modes. Early
transitions to 3200 2-level were made because not all transmitters had been modified to provide 4level modulation. Even though the symbol rate at 3200 bps 2-level is the same as at 6400 bps, we
now know that simulcast spikes degrade performance when we introduce an inner symbol of
modulation. Having the ability to debug system synchronization issues at 3200 bps where effects of
delay spread are not that dramatic, is a tremendous help in the transition to 6400 bps. Obviously,
as soon as a point is reached when all transmitters in a system have 4-level modulation capability,
it makes no sense to run 3200 bps 2-level, and the system should immediately be switched to
3200 bps 4-level since delay spread effects at 3200 bps 4-level are almost non-existent. The
inability of the ERMES protocol to provide this intermediary transition phase would be a major
concern.
Network related issues: This topic does not really fall within the scope of this discussion but does
warrant some mention. Obviously when contemplating up speeding to 6400 bps, the network as a
whole needs to be considered. In the PageMart configuration, one aspect of the network, which is
critical, is the bandwidth and capacity of the satellite link to the transmitters. Various protocols are
available in the United States and there can be large differences in the efficiencies of these
protocols. In the beginning of our transition to 6400 bps, PageMart was using one type of protocol
almost exclusively. Early expectations were that we would be able to transmit 2 channels of 6400
bps traffic on a single 19.2 kbps “pipe.” However, inefficiencies in the protocol caused dropped
packets of data on adjacent channels if the bandwidth constraints were not being met. This resulted
in extremely inefficient usage of the available bandwidth and was an unexpected expense when
more “segments” had to be purchased in order to accommodate the traffic load.

Another network related issue deserves some comment and is not necessarily a 6400 bps problem
but more a symptom of the FLEX or synchronous protocols. In a satellite based configuration, there
will be times when systems are adjacent to each other and are operating on different space
segments. Paging receivers that operate on the same frequency will at times be able to receive
signals from either segment. There is hence, a strong likelihood of a pager locking on to the wrong
segment. These adjacent segments will need to be synchronized so that the FLEX frames are
synchronous with each other. In order to achieve this, it is necessary to have a GPS receiver
interface to each segment. Unfortunately, differences in satellite link protocols and even differences
in baud rates between different channels may cause a time delay to occur between adjacent
segments resulting in pagers “locking” on to the wrong system.
RF modeling and measurement tools
Without the necessary tools, contemplating 6400 bps speeds in urban areas where there is a
significant build-out of transmitters can be a very risky proposition. RF models have traditionally
only provided an approximation of expected signal levels. However, to adequately predict pager
performance at high speeds, we need to include an additional feature of “delay spread” prediction
and algorithms, which allow for system optimization. This can be implemented by making
adjustments to transmit powers, antennas, and link delays. Delay spread predictions should take
into account the effects of null beating and Rayleigh fading to get close approximations to reality.
The PageMart model is custom designed and uses the TIREM (Terrain Integrated Rough Earth
Model) algorithm for RF propagation prediction. The basic RF signal level and Delay Spread
prediction model should at a minimum be able to accept the following inputs to make predictions as
accurate as possible:
Digitized terrain data down to 1 arc second resolution.
Fixed or variable losses (attenuation) based on Land Use and Land Cover (LULC).
Digitized antenna patterns.
Population densities.
Map features such as roads, rivers, water bodies, and boundaries.
Radio site locations and manually entered landmarks.
The model should have the following capabilities:
The ability to import files of data that have recorded information of RSSI (Received Signal
Strength Indication), BER (Bit Error Rate), and GPS location information.
The ability to display results of field measurements superimposed on predicted areas of
coverage and delay spread. This of course also allows one to calibrate the model more
closely with actual data.
The ability to optimize and display areas of delay spread.
The ability to calculate and optimize for the best frequency offset plan to meet specified
criteria.
The ability to look at propagation up to 100 miles from the transmitter. This is important to
examine the effect of distant mountain sites on delay spread.
Many other features have been added to our model to allow for quick access to available data and
the ability to be interactively responsive to changes in power, antennas, and site selections.
Examples of drive test results superimposed on coverage and delay spread plots have been shown
elsewhere in this paper.
Obviously the most reliable piece of test equipment to measure pager performance is the pager
itself. Given the variety of pagers on the market with just as large a variation in performance
specifications, it is critical that a standard set of criteria be met. PageMart has a very stringent
pager quality test program and only the best performing pagers are allowed access on the network.
A standard test pager is selected for pager reliability testing and typically a minimum of 5 pagers
will be used simultaneously to acquire sufficient statistical data. Test pages are transmitted at least
once a minute. Gathering all this data, however, is not very useful unless it corresponds to location
information so as to compare performance to predicted coverage. We do this test together with
equipment, which records location co-ordinates from a GPS receiver. Manually entered marker

numbers allow us to keep track of average reliability over short distances.
The device we normally use for drive tests will have up to 4 receivers and decoders that can
simultaneously record different frequencies, protocols and baud rates. RSSI samples are averaged
and recorded at selected intervals but the sample rate is at least once every 800 microseconds.
POCSAG and FLEX capcodes and associated data are recorded on a laptop computer. BER is
calculated after every batch for POCSAG and after every frame for FLEX. The average BER is
calculated between GPS recordings which is typically sampled every 5 seconds. The data files that
are recorded are then processed and calibrated against actual pager performance before plotting
and comparing to predicted coverage.
Besides giving us the ability to view the data graphically and compare to actual pager performance,
this test equipment is also invaluable in debugging system problems without which the transition to
high speed paging systems would be, if not impossible, at least very difficult. Use of the traditional
“service monitors” provides very limited information and has almost no value in diagnosing RF
systems designed to transmit high-speed data.
Recommended design strategies and transitionary phases on the path to high-speed
paging on existing networks
In this section I will essentially summarize the basic steps a service provider should take in the
transition to high-speed paging using an existing infrastructure.
Delay adding sites and making large scale antenna changes until delay spread and coverage
issues at 3200 bps 2-level are identified.
Take accurate measurements of delay propagation through each type of transmitter setup.
The ideal configuration would be if every piece of equipment were the same with the same
versions of software.
Prepare the system for upgrade to 3200 bps 2-level prior to introducing 4-level modulation.
This of course would not be possible for ERMES based systems. It is wise to clear up any
synchronization type issues before up speeding to 6400 bps since any problems would be
magnified at the higher rate. Although it is preferable for all transmitters to have 4-level
modulation capability before implementing this step, it is still possible to run 3200 bps 2level with 2-level exciters in the system.
Make sure all the modulation rise-times are set to the shortest time possible (this may be
different in some countries depending on regulations) and match up exactly for each type of
transmitter in the system. Measurements of delay through transmitters should only be done
after the rise times have been set.
If the network is satellite based, use a combination of GPS and calculated link delay numbers
to compensate for differences in location of transmitters in a simulcast zone. If the system is
not satellite based, GPS synchronized data is the preferred way to go rather than relying on
measured delays through monitor receivers.
After the above link delays, bulk delays and rise times have been implemented in the
system, it would be advisable at this time to do a thorough drive test of the system. The
tools necessary for this will be an instrument that has the capability of recording BER and
Signal Strength together with GPS location information. Software should be available to view
this data superimposed on coverage plots and road maps. This data needs to be backed up
with actual pager performance for the entire drive. It is not expected at this stage, that
significant differences in coverage footprint will be noticed, however, some “holes” may start
to show up due to delay spread. If performance is degraded dramatically, it is more than
likely due to configuration problems and the settings for each site have to be thoroughly
checked. The results from the BER and RSSI plots will most likely provide the clues as to
which sites have problems.
Once the system has been debugged and is operating reliably, we can assume it is
optimized for 3200 bps operation and when the up-grade to 4-level exciters is complete we
should have no problem at all switching to 3200 bps 4-level. Care must be taken to
compensate for changes in bulk delay as we convert the exciters. At this point we should be
ready to take the next step to 6400 bps. Since running the system at 3200 bps 2-level is
considered only as an interim step in fine tuning the system, areas of delay spread will
disappear when the system is switched to 3200 bps 4-level.

disappear when the system is switched to 3200 bps 4-level.
It is almost imperative that software-modeling tools be available for predicting coverage and
areas of delay spread. At 6400 bps operation, we need to be looking for areas of delay
spread greater than 40 microseconds. Use the modeling tool to optimize the system for
minimum delay spread within the coverage footprint based on either population density or
polygons which define the areas which are most critical for reliable paging. This step is the
most critical and dangerous one since it involves making fine adjustments to the link delay
values at almost every site and should only be implemented if really necessary and the tools
are available to carry this out.
Prior to switching to 6400 bps, frequency offset numbers should be determined and entered
into the sites.
After switching to 6400 bps, drive test the system and verify areas of predicted poor
coverage and delay spread. Figure 24 shows an RSSI plot superimposed on a coverage map
for the area surrounding the city of Denver, Colorado. Figure 25 shows the BER plot for this
same drive and it is apparent that high BER is indicated in fringe areas of weak signal as well
as in areas of predicted delay spread within the coverage footprint as shown in Figure 26.
Figure 26 is a “zoomed in” view and shows BER results superimposed on a delay spread
plot, which confirms our predictions. At this point, link delay adjustments or “simulcast
offsets” which have been previously determined are entered into the transmitters. The drive
test is repeated along the identical route and the BER plot is examined to see if there has
been an improvement. This should be the case if the adjustments were correctly
implemented. Figure 27 shows the results of a second drive test in Denver and illustrates
the tremendous improvement in BER after system optimization and verifies our predicted
performance. The high mountain sites surrounding the city of Denver make this an extremely
hostile environment for 6400 bps FLEX transmission but link delay optimization can resolve
most of the problems on the ground.
FIGURE 24: RSSI plot superimposed on coverage for Denver market

FIGURE 25: BER plot superimposed on coverage for Denver

FIGURE 26: BER plot in Denver superimposed on Delay spread before optimization.

FIGURE 27: BER plot in Denver after optimization.

Although huge improvements in performance can be achieved by the above method, not all
delay-spread problems can be corrected by this step alone. Areas of low signal will be
subject to increased simulcast interference and fill-in sites may be required.

subject to increased simulcast interference and fill-in sites may be required.
Degraded performance can be expected in high-rise complexes and this will require
measurements to determine the offending transmitters. Specialized antennas will be
required at these sites to reduce radiation directed at the high-rise buildings. Careful analysis
through use of the modeling tool is required to determine the effect of changing out
antennas since we may create new “RF holes” in doing so. This may necessitate additional
transmitters and we want to keep the number of new sites down to a minimum, not only
because of the expense but also due to the increased potential for creating simulcast
problems.
Product evaluation
However well we design and maintain the network infrastructure, in the end, the overall quality of
service we provide the end user, is dictated by the quality of the paging receiver products. For this
reason, PageMart sets high standards for acceptance and all pagers are thoroughly tested before
introducing them into service. Pagers are tested in a screen room and placed in a TEM (Transverse
Electromagnetic Mode) cell, which is essentially a section of rectangular transmission line, which
provides a uniform field at the desired frequency. The basic parameters evaluated are:
Sensitivity
Inter-modulation protection
Simulcast performance
User friendliness
Mechanical robustness
Sensitivity is usually tested against benchmark pagers that are known to have good performance.
Pagers are evaluated in worst-case situations only. Therefore, tests are conducted at 6400 bps on
‘b’ or ‘d’ phase capcodes only. Sensitivity measurements are done in 8 different positions in the
horizontal and vertical planes. The best position is used for the final measurement and is the RF
level, which provides better than 90% reliability. If a pager does not meet a minimum range of
acceptable performance, it is rejected at this point. Normally a sample set of at least 5 pagers will
be tested.
If the pager passes the sensitivity test and is a relatively unknown quantity, we will normally carry
out further tests in the field. These tests are conducted in areas known for low signal simulcast as
well as in locations where high signal level intermodulation exists. It is not uncommon to find
paging receivers that have excellent sensitivity but extremely poor IM protection and simulcast
performance. There is often a trade-off of sensitivity against these two qualities. Since most highend alpha-numeric paging products will more than likely be used in large urban environments, we
are often prepared to sacrifice a few dB of sensitivity for improved IM and simulcast performance.
Not all pager manufacturers are aware of the issues at 6400 bps in a simulcast environment and it
is critical that they focus more attention to delay spread and how it affects the decoding of the
inner symbols. PageMart has worked very closely with major vendors in improving performance in
this area and we have seen significant progress over the last year. Some of the latest products are
able to tolerate delay spread much higher than 40 microseconds and the goal should be set at 100
microseconds. This is achievable with the use of DSP technology and we are seeing close to this
performance level with pagers designed for two-way which have the same simulcast issues to
contend with.
The ultimate high-speed network using 2-way transmission
In July 1994 PageMart was awarded narrowband spectrum licenses for frequencies in the 940 MHz
and 901 MHz bands. These frequencies are designed for advanced messaging systems called
Narrowband Personal Communications Services (NPCS). NPCS frequencies will permit two-way
paging as well as voice messaging and will move paging into applications that are currently served
by one-way technology.
Currently there are over 42 million pager users in the U.S. and NPCS will provide the bandwidth to
support continued customer growth and enhanced wireless message delivery to laptops and
personal digital assistants (PDAs). Increased capacity will encourage two-way messaging and
integration of paging with computers for message creation.

In addition to providing a faster forward channel (940 MHz), the NPCS reverse channel (901 MHz)
enables the system to pinpoint the location of a subscriber within a geographic area. The message
can then be broadcast within a pre-defined region rather than across a whole network. This
location technology allows for “roaming” and facilitates frequency reuse, which can increase
network capacity by many times.
Various types of acknowledgment services will be provided.
System acknowledgment — Passive acknowledgment between the device and the network
confirms message delivery and ensures integrity of the message. Negative acknowledgments
(NAKs) due to errors being detected will result in message packets being re-transmitted.
This feature is the one major advantage over current 6400 bps FLEX systems where
corruption of message content can be disastrous in the delivery of lengthy text messages
and files.
Simple personal acknowledgment — When the message is read, an alert is triggered and
sent back through the network. This allows the sender to know the message has been read.
Multiple choice and pre-programmed response — Presents the subscriber with: (a) choice of
responses embedded in message, or (b) list of pre-programmed messages for response. .
The sender can create a custom response on a PC, embed it in the message, and transmit it
to the device. This eliminates the need for a return phone call and completes the messaging
loop.
Message origination — The subscriber can originate a response rather than merely
responding. This allows information to be requested on demand, anywhere, anytime.
With two-way capability, the doors open to many more applications and extend to telemetry type
services (either mobile or fixed). The future of this technology promises to be extremely exciting.
PageMart plans to implement all these new services in the future. However, in the near term, the
one major aspect of two-way, which is most attractive, is that the technology will provide the
capacity to meet projected usage and be able to deliver high speed reliable alpha text messaging.
In the U.S., alpha messaging is forecast to be the next most rapid growth market. This is the next
logical step after the astronomical growth of numeric paging which has gained widespread
acceptance in every market sector. Use of Internet and e-mail services allows easy origination of
alpha messages from PCs and has resulted in an accelerated use of alpha text paging. In order to
plan for this expected demand, PageMart is building out a nationwide network of transmitters and
receivers, which will, for the most part, overlay on existing sites. This two-way network is the only
way to support the capacity needs of the future and provide for reliable delivery of alpha messaging
as we move into the next century.
Figure 28 illustrates in a top-level diagram how one-way and two-way services will be integrated
over a single network. The network will continue to make use of satellite links only as the
backbone for both outbound and inbound transmissions.
FIGURE 28: Network configuration for 1-way and 2-way Paging combined.

Conclusion
A number of design strategies were initially proposed to prepare systems for high-speed paging.
These all require significant investment from the service provider’s perspective in that large scale
changes to the network are needed. These changes involve increasing transmitter powers,
changing antennas to unity gain, removing high sites, and adding new sites to compensate for the
high sites that are removed. Since these design changes result in reduced coverage from each site,
creating an almost “cellular” like layout, we need to add more sites to provide the same coverage
footprint. Recent proposals recommend designs, which make use of directional panel type antennas
with lower height above average terrain. Again, this will probably require some re-arrangement
and addition of sites. This approach will work well if a system is being designed from scratch.
I have presented a number of reasons, which show that the former approach to the design of highspeed systems is expensive and flawed in that a high density of sites transmitting at high power
causes many problems in a simulcast environment. These range from “intermod” issues to signal
fades even in strong signal areas, which allow destructive delay spread “spikes” to occur almost
anywhere in the coverage footprint. The expectation that the “capture” effect of FM will eliminate
delay spread distortion from more distant sites did not work out and I have given reasons to
explain this.
The single most important factor to consider in the design of high-speed systems is delay spread.
The results of drive tests were shown which demonstrate the effect of delay spread on pager
performance at 6400 bps in fringe areas of coverage and well within the coverage footprint. Three
different scenarios were presented where delay spread can affect paging.
The PageMart approach to dealing with delay spread and the migration to 6400 bps is somewhat
different from the strategies proposed above. No antenna changes, site moves or additions are
considered until deemed absolutely necessary. Fundamental to this strategy is a heavy reliance on
accurate computer simulation and having the tools to verify computer predictions. Systems are
analyzed carefully for areas of delay spread before up speeding to 6400 bps. In the majority of
cases, particularly in the more rural areas where simulcast is not a major concern, no changes
other than frequency offsets are implemented.
When the computer model does predict areas of delay spread in major centers, we attempt to “fine
tune” the system for optimal performance in critical areas based on population densities. This
optimization is carried out by making slight changes to link delays, which we call “simulcast
offsets.” After this step has been implemented, the system is again thoroughly tested to verify the
computer model.
The final step in this optimization process is to change out antennas at high sites or those identified

to be the cause of delay spread. Additional sites in “RF holes” and in the fringes of coverage may
be required. This 4 step process of frequency offsets, simulcast offsets, some antenna changes and
a few site additions, has proven to be very successful for PageMart and provides the quickest and
most economically viable method of implementing a high speed paging network.
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